
Growing Business

India has complex business environment, representing

significant security and health safety challenges for

companies operating or having substantial business

travel within the country. The country presents great

opportunities, yet pandemics, terrorism, extremism, social

and sectarian conflict are prevalent threats. In this

dynamic environment, accurate and timely security and

health information is an important component of an

effective risk mitigation program

Here To Help

CountryWatch India is a specialised Intelligence,

Assessment and Advisory service. As an enhancement to

membership, it is designed for organisations with

business operations or any recurrent travel exposure in

India including for those with sourcing supply chains in

the country. It offers deeper coverage of health and

security issues throughout India. By providing more

detailed information, combined with access to a

dedicated regionally based Security Desk with local

language expertise and sources, organisations gain an

added layer of Intelligence.

Delivered by dedicated teams based in South Asia and

supported by International SOS’ global network,

organisations are now better able to ensure the security

of their employees and assets as well as the continuity of

their operations in India.

Essential for global businesses operating in India, CountryWatch India complements your membership by

equipping your Managers with credible assessments for navigating a complicated COVID crisis in an inherently

complex environment through credible and holistic Health & Security Intelligence.

Service Components

Subscribing to CountryWatch India provides:

▪ Daily email alerts on security related incidents that are

likely to have an impact on your operations and business

continuity.

▪ 24/7 SMS text alerts on major security incidents.

▪ Access to a dedicated India Security Desk that includes

several multilingual Security Specialists and Managers via

telephone and email, for further discussion on published

reports, locations and itinerary specific travel advice.

▪ A Weekly COVID-19 Health & Security Bulletin that seeks

to provide holistic Intelligence on how the pandemic and

linked pandemonium is impacting India. The report

includes a Nationwide Status Update, statistic-driven

deep-dive analysis on COVID-19 case numbers, variants,

healthcare and medical infrastructure, vaccination trends

as well as COVID linked socio-political unrest, a coverage

of notable security incidents and ancillary risks including

natural disasters. An analysis on country-level and

international mobility restrictions and the regulatory

environment driven by COVID-19. A retrospective

summary of the past week and a forecast are also part of

the report summary. (Note: This Bulletin shall only be

published until warranted by the COVID-19 situation in

India).

▪ Long-form, monthly analytical Special Reports that

account for specific security risks/concerns, their fallout

and comprehensive assessments.

▪ Occasional webinars delivered by India Health and

Security Experts

▪ The service also holds the unique capacity to be made be

spoke to your organisation’s specific security needs and

objectives with a wholly customised and tailor-made

approach.
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